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FUNDING

This is the first time that VisitNorfolk and the Virginia Beach CVB have partnered 
together for a campaign. The grant helped encourage regionalism and has shown 
that together we are a more attractive drive market destination to both out of 
market visitors and to locals looking for a staycation. It has unified our area in 
having everyone come together during a difficult time. - Visit Norfolk

Because of this grant, I received increased notice from our City Manager and elected 
City Council. They understand Salem marketing now more than ever, and due in part to 
this grant I was able to receive $20,000 in Cares Act funding for tourism development 
that was spent in November and December. - Visit Salem

The availability of these funds to DMO’s in a devastating time for the tourism industry was 
essential in keeping a brand awareness presence of our destination.  Without these funds, 
we would not have been able to keep advertising in the marketplace during this difficult 
time and it was extremely helpful and timely. - York County 



RESOURCESIt was helpful having a polished campaign already put together so we could respond 
so quickly and keep people visiting and spending tourism dollars in our communities 
when most of us could not have begun to even develop a campaign so quickly and 
without using most of our marketing funds. Having a video component which included 
Harrisonburg was icing on the cake! - Harrisonburg Tourism

The Instagram technical assistance ( & Photopea help) was instrumental in making that 
piece of the Wanderlove campaign happen. Putting those tools in the hands of the 
social media/tourism folks will help raise the bar and garner more quality posts. VTC's 
templates, and videos were much appreciated! - Northern Neck Tourism Commission

As my first campaign with tourism, I found the VTC staff especially helpful and 
willing to answer all my questions. I felt like I had all the resources at my 
fingertips to manage a successful marketing campaign. Your staff provided me 
with encouragement and gave me the best platform for success. I am very 
grateful. - Bland County



 IMPACT

According to my accommodations, this has been their best year EVER… [outfitters 
are expanding their businesses] … Natural Tunnel State Park also reported the 
largest visitation to date. I can say this spark in visitation is due to the 
WanderLove campaign.  - Scott County Tourism

The fact that so many Virginia communities were using the WanderLove 
brand magnified the impact of our ads. - Harrisonburg

The COVID-19 pandemic forced many tourism organizations to halt or 
eliminate advertising dollars. This VTC grant, however, allowed Visit 
Kilmarnock to promote the Town of Kilmarnock and the region directly to 
consumers and increase interest to potential visitors. - Kilmarnock

“For 15 consecutive weeks, the campaign helped our market achieve #1 hotel occupancy 
out of all the top 25 markets in the US, according to STR.” - Norfolk & Virginia Beach
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